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Honramos la Muerte

 We Honor Our Dead
Piso*
Amilcar Perez Lopez  
https://justice4amilcar.org

Idriss Stelley 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/11
6337228453342/

Alice Brown 
https://www.sfgate.com/crime/article/
S-F-meeting-over-police-shooting-shu
t-down-by-6154278.php

Filimoni Raiyawa 
http://www.thesfnews.com/assault-su
spect-dies-in-police-custody/21153

Herbert Benitez 
https://www.gofundme.com/8f6vs4dk

1* Nivel
Antonio Guzman Lopez, holding his 
son Josiah 
https://www.facebook.com/Justice4Jo
siah/ 

Errol Chang 
https://www.facebook.com/justicefore
rrolchang/

Derrick Gaines 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/42
2436194445184/

Luis Gongora Pat, holding his 
daughter Rosana on the day of her 
baptism (Teabo, State of Yucatan, 
Mexico) https://justice4luis.org

Oscar Grant
https://oscargrantfoundation.o
rg/about/

2* Nivel
Kenneth Harding Jr. 
http://kennysfoundation.blogs
pot.com/

Jesus Adolfo Delgado-Duarte
https://missionlocal.org/2018/0
3/19-year-old-police-shooting-v
ictim-came-to-the-u-s-as-a-chil
d-and-grew-up-and-worked-in-
sfs-mission/

Kayla Moore
https://justiceforkaylamoore.w
ordpress.com/

3* Nivel
O’Shaine Evans 
https://justice4oshaine.org

Jessica Williams
https://48hills.org/2016/05/jessi
ca-williams-tragic-tale-sfpd/

Alex Nieto
https://justice4alexnieto.org/

4* Nivel
Mario Woods
http://www.justice4mariowood
scoalition.org

Day of the Dead in the Mission 
by Lou Piote 11/ 2/13

Altar at Peabody Museum  
by Joshua Y. Chiang 11/2/18





“We are healers, health workers, and activists 
accompanying communities affected by state 
sanctioned violence in our collective struggle for 
health, dignity, and sovereignty. Health is a 
human right and as health workers we have a 
collective duty to eradicate systems of oppression 
which threaten that right.”



OUR VALUES 

1. We believe social movements should be led by the 
communities they seek to support, honoring the wisdom of lived 
experience and following the lead of those most impacted by 
systems of oppression. 

2. We demand universal access to decolonized, community-led, 
patient-centered, multimodal healing. 

3. We know structural violence is a public health issue. Policing, 
incarceration, and the military-industrial complex are the acute, 
traumatic mechanisms of structural violence. We believe in a 
future society that exists without these mechanisms. Economic 
and political policies which marginalize and disenfranchise 
communities are the chronic, systemic mechanisms of structural 
violence. We support alternative conflict resolution strategies, that 
involve community-led solutions. 

4. We as a coalition are committed to nonviolent direct action 
(NVDA) as a creative, beautiful, and powerful healing act of 
exposing and interrupting violence. We appreciate and support a 
diversity of tactics and refuse to condemn other forms of 
resistance, as they can be valid responses to state violence. 

5. We cannot heal others unless we work towards healing 
ourselves in the process. We recognize our fallibility and we seek 
continued dialogue, learning, and growing. Our methods are tied 
to our outcomes and through our work we want to create the world 
we wish to see.



HISTORY & FORMATION

The Do No Harm Coalition was founded in May 2016 in response to police violence in San Francisco 
and the 17-d strike by the "Frisco 5," who were protesting numerous police killings in San Francisco and 
the lack of response by the city. UCSF medical students from the free student clinic Clinica Martin Baro 
provided medical support to the hunger strikers and marched with them to City Hall. The White Coats for 
Black Lives movement at UCSF and the PRIME-US program helped lead and facilitate UCSF student 
involvement, but students from outside the two groups participated as well.

“I believe that police violence is 
inextricably tied to the day 
hungerisplacement and gentrification we 
have been seeing in San Francisco.. I see 
it as my duty as a San Franciscan to fight 
to keep our city diverse, affordable, 
welcoming and safe for all different kinds 
of people and families” - Yakira Teitel

“We have been paving the way for 
liberation, we have been paving the way 
for liberation. In the cases of Mario 
Woods, Luis Gongora, Alex Nieto, and 
Amilcar Perez Lopez who are gunned 
down in the name of public safety, do you 
feel safe?.. I don’t feel safe I feel like we 
are being terrorized by the biggest gang 
in California” - Cat Brooks

Members of the UCSF community show solidarity with the Frisco Five during a hunger strike and march to San Francisco City Hall in April.Source: Daniel Bernard, MS1

https://synapse.ucsf.edu/


In May 2016, the Do No Harm Coalition hosted a forum to educate the community about police 
violence as a public health issue. DNHC has been meeting regularly since then to work on issues of 
police violence and inequity in the local community. We have hosted several trainings and speakers 
on relevant topics, and hold working groups to move issues forward.

“At one point I felt that I was going to die, then 
Dr. Rupa told me that she would not allow me 
to die” Gutierrez said as she broke down. 
“That was a beautiful moment, but the thing 
that I remember the most is that we were all 
part of something. It’s not so much whether 
you did so much for me or I did it for you but 
that we were partners” - Maria Cristina 
Gutierrez

“This movement of seeing the Frisco 5 
and also seeing students and activists 
come in after being incarcerated for 
committing civil disobedience was a 
moment when I thought that there’s also 
liberation medicine. We have to see that 
there’s a context in which our patients are 
living, we can’t just document objectively 
their bruises or their scrapes. We can 
also step back and look at the systemic 
injustice that is influencing their health” - 
Anita Hargrave

“Doctors aren’t supposed to get political.. Is this 
scientific or is this political? And I say to them that the 
study of racism, or any other social determinant of 
health, can be subject to rigorous scientific inquiry, and 
what’s revealed might provoke a political dissonance or 
upheaval, but it doesn’t mean that we should avoid 
studying it, especially when people are dying. I would 
say that the avoidance of studying this stuff is a political 
act when the data is rigorous and the correlations are 
strong” - Rupa Marya

Panel discussion at Cole Hall, UCSF. Photo by Natasha Dangond

Rupa Marya, MD, Division of Hospitalist Medicine, 
speaks at “Reframing the Dialogue: Race, Police 

Violence and Public Health” event at Cole Hall, UCSF. Photo by Natasha Dangond

Ike Pinkston speaks alongside Ilyich Sato, 

Maria Cristina, Edwin Lindo, Dr Joshua 

Connor and Olivia Park. Photo by Natasha 

Dangond







Artist: Oree Originol http://www.oreeoriginol.com/justiceforourlives.html

JUSTICE
FOR
THE 
BAY



Partner Organizations

The Coalition on Homelessness has developed the leadership 
skills of homeless San Franciscans to forge true solutions to 

the housing crisis and beat back mean-spirited attacks against 
them.They are focused on keeping people housed, halting the 

citing/arresting/confiscation of property that occurs in 
encampment raids, and cultivating leadership and housing 

opportunities in the city’s homeless population.

 San Francisco Tenants Union is to promote the 
preservation and expansion of the rights of tenants 
and the supply of affordable housing. Through 
drop-in counseling services and the distribution of 
the Tenants Rights Handbook, the SFTU has 
educated thousands of San Francisco renters on 
their rights under local, state and federal law, and 
empowered residents to assert those rights in an 
informed and dignified manner.

Housing Rights Committee has fought for tenants 
rights since 1979, when a group of seniors at Old 
St. Mary’s Church came together to organize 
against condo conversions displacing the elderly. 
They offer free counseling for San Francisco 
tenants, organize buildings to fight eviction, 
change laws, coordinate demonstrations, host 
community workshops, and work within the 
anti-displacement coalition.



The Housing & Dignity Village (The Village and 
#feedthepeople) provides basic human rights-- 
such as food, healing, clothing--as well as 
advocacy, legal support and promoting dignity in 
the face of governmental inaction for unhoused 
residents. The Village has established a number 
of organized, self-sufficient encampments 
centering the needs of the unhoused residents. 
The Do No Harm Coalition provided medical 
support at each of these iterations--at Marcus 
Garvey park in 2017, at E 12th and 23rd Ave in 
summer of 2018 and at 98th and Edes in winter 
of 2018. The city of Oakland bulldozed each of 
these encampments. 

CIYJA is a statewide alliance of immigrant youth-led 
community organizations from San Diego to 

Sonoma County. CIYJA is dedicated to building a 
mass immigrant youth movement that challenges 

the model minority narrative and acknowledges the 
struggles of all oppressed people as one. CIYJA will 

continue to show how California can become a 
living example of what is possible when we fully 

embrace and center intersectionality and use 
solidarity to build power and movement.

Clínica Martín-Baró's mission is to provide a 
preferential option for the poor in health care. 
We strive to promote wellness and address the 
health care needs of the underserved and 
economically disadvantaged Spanish-speaking 
community of the Mission District of San 
Francisco. We provide access to free health 
care, psychotherapy, and health education in 
Spanish and in a culturally sensitive manner.



SFPA is a citizens group dedicated to 
radical reform of the department and 
justice for the victims of police violence. 
Making sure that the commissioners do 
their job, that the Police Officers 
Association is kept in check, and that the 
Supervisors make the changes needed 
to keep police power accountable to the 
People.

We are a coalition of organizations, 
residents and community members joining 
together to fight the construction of a new 
jail in San Francisco’s SOMA 
neighborhood.  The Coalition is urging the 
Board to take urgent action to fulfill its 
promise to close 850 Bryant without 
reopening or constructing new jails, 
especially due to the imminent risk that 
imprisoned people face in the case of an 
earthquake.

Critical Resistance seeks to build an international 
movement to end the Prison Industrial Complex by 
challenging the belief that caging and controlling 
people makes us safe. We believe that basic 
necessities such as food, shelter, and freedom are 
what really make our communities secure. As 
such, our work is part of global struggles against 
inequality and powerlessness. The success of the 
movement requires that it reflect communities 
most affected by the PIC. Because we seek to 
abolish the PIC, we cannot support any work that 
extends its life or scope.



Recent Trainings & Speakers

Frisco5 Hunger Strikers

Oakland Street Medics

Critical Resistance History of Policing Training

Larry Bogad Street Performance

Standing Rock Red Warrior Camp

Deepa Varma on San Francisco Tenants Union



DNH Swag
T-shirt sizes: S-XL

Sweatshirt sizes: S-XL 

Order Contact: 
noyes.al.noyes@gmail.com

HOMEY (Homies Organizing the 
Mission to Empower Youth) is a 
20-year old non-profit rooted in 
San Francisco. They shape and 
empower San Francisco youth 

through community justice. Native 
Graphix is the 

screenprinting/embroidery 
business whose sole purpose is 

to raise money for HOMEY. 

mailto:noyes.al.noyes@gmail.com


Victor Picazo gets up and yells at the police command staff during a townhall meeting with police to update the 

community on the investigation of the police involved shooting of Jesus Adolfo Delgado Duarte at Cesar Chavez 

School in San Francisco, Calif., on Monday, March 12, 2018 Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez / The Chronicle

Context: Police Violence & Prisons

Dr. Margaret Stafford of San Francisco General Hospital speaking for 

the Do No Harm coalition of public health care professionals. How 

long must we wait for the District Attorney to do his job?” Photo 

Credit: Blogspot janinsanfran “

In 2015 and 2016 there were a series of police killings of San Franciscans including Alex 
Nieto, Almicar Perez Lopez, Mario Woods, Jessica Williams, and Luis Gongora-Pat among 
others that mobilized the black and brown communities against police violence. Despite the 
slow investigation process 8 officers were eventually dismissed over racist text messages 
eventually leading to the resignation of Chief Greg Suhr. There was both a Blue Ribbon 
panel that recommended a series of reforms to the SFPD and also a US Dept of Justice 
Community Oriented Policing Services Report that planned to hold the department 
accountable in >200 recommendations for reform. Cooperation with this program has since 
been shut down under former Attorney General Jeff Sessions. 



Despite Board of Supervisors commitment to close 850 Bryant without building a 
new jail, we have seen no progress to that effect. In fact, jail population numbers 
continue to rise, particularly with an increase in police attacks on houseless people. 
Mayor Breed's approval of 200 new police hires endangers community safety as 
gentrification and imprisonment in San Francisco are on the rise. On the National 
Day to Stop Police Brutality, Repression, and the Criminalization of a Generation, 
we reject increased policing and declare that more cops on the street will only lead 
to more people in our jails. The city must end the criminalization of our youth, 
unhoused people, Black and brown people, sex workers, and queer and trans 
people. The Board of Supervisors must permanently shut down the jail at 850 
Bryant and invest in community oriented solutions for safety and health. 

No New Jail Coalition Protesting 850 Bryant and New Police Hires at City Hall in 

2018 Photo Credit: Juliana Morris











Context: Homelessness and Gentrification

Community vigil honoring 100-yr-old Ms. Iris Canada. She was evicted February 10th during 
Black History month and died just weeks later during Women's History month. Photo Credit: 
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco

Gentrification is a public health crisis. Urban areas that were formerly affordable to 
working families are now out of reach except to the wealthiest segments of our 
society. This has profoundly affected black and latinx homeownership leading to 
homelessness and displacement. Displacement has been linked with financial 
hardship, disruption of social networks, and loss of access to health services 
making our communities sicker. Gentrification is not the inevitable product of 
market forces, but a profound injustice.



Tenants and housing rights advocates crashed the Fairmont Hotel on Nob 

Hill, where the CEO of Veritas Investments Inc. was receiving the real 

estate industry's “Spirit of Life Award” on Sept. 26. Photo by Yesica Prado 

// San Francisco Public Press

Anti-gentrification protesters block a tech bus in San Francisco’s 

Mission District on May 31, 2018. (Twitter / @allekto)

A tenant advocate carrying the “Spirit of Greed, 
Eviction and Harassment” trophy intended for 

Veritas CEO Yat-Pang Au. Photo by Yesica Prado // San Francisco Public Press

Plaza 16 Coalition demonstrates against development complex. This is an ongoing struggle against the largest luxury development in the history of the Mission

Poster Syndicate



Unpublished manuscript exploring the public health impacts of gentrification, 
done in collaboration between Do No Harm and the Urban Displacement Project



The city of Oakland's plan to close a homeless camp on a city-owned property doesn't violate the 8th and 14th 
Amendment rights of the camp's residents, a federal judge ruled in November 2018. The city served the Housing and 
Dignity Village an 72-hr eviction notice and on December 5, 2018, they agreed not to evict and instead to meet with 
residents to develop a plan. On December 6, the Oakland police department and Department of Public Works broke the 
locks and threw medical supplies, tents, donated clothing and peoples’ belongings into dumpsters. Credit: Housing and 
Dignity Village

Eviction of elders and children and peoples with disabilities is abuse-(we were 
able to prove this using code 368 of elder abuse law)  gentrification of is a form of 
mass violence against low and no-income families, elders and peoples with 
disabilities in poverty. As poor people our connections; jobs ( albeit low-wage), 
networks, friends and families are all we have- they keep us alive, healthy, fed, and 
safe. When we are displaced, we lose those tangible and intangible forms of 
support and are NEVER able to re-mantle them the same way, often leading to 
increased or worsening illness, increased poLice perpetration of our poor and 
disabled bodies of color, adoption of substance use for self-medication purposes, 
long-term and intractable homelessness and in many cases our death. Once we 
are unhoused we are now no longer viewed as "human" and become prey to 
systems that criminalize and pathologize our bodies for the sole act of being 
unhoused. -hygienic metaphors are used about us that describe us as objects to be 
eradicated, "taken care of" incarcerated, hated and "swept" like we are trash"

-‘gentriFUKation’ - Poverty Scholarship- Poor People-led Theory Art, Words, and 
Tears across Mama Earth



Housing Laws that Promote Evictions & Gentrification 

Costa Hawkins - Costa–Hawkins preempts the field in two major 
ways. First, it prohibits cities from establishing rent control over 
certain kinds of residential units, e.g., single family dwellings and 
condominiums, and newly constructed apartment units; these are 
deemed exempt. Second, it prohibits "vacancy control", also called 
"strict" rent control.

Owner Move-In (OMI) - The owner of a unit may recover possession 
of that unit if she intends to make it her principal place of residence 
for 36 continuous months (three years). If the owner already resides 
in the building, or has just bought it and is moving into a unit, she is 
allowed to exercise this right for any immediate adult family members: 
parents, grandparents, children, grandchildren, siblings, spouses, and 
relatives’ spouses. If she is just buying the building, she can literally 
move relatives into every apartment.

Ellis Act - 1985 California state law that allows landlords to evict 
residential tenants to "go out of the rental business" in spite of desires 
by local governments to compel them to continue providing housing. 
The Ellis Act has been the focus of many tenants rights groups other 
anti-eviction movements in San Francisco. On November 2014, 
Proposition G was proposed to add a tax on real estate speculation to 
slow down the number of no-fault evictions caused by the Ellis 
Act.Groups have argued that the rising number of evictions because 
of the Ellis Act is contributing to the gentrification of San Francisco.



Reference resources: anti-eviction mapping project

http://www.antievictionmappingproject.
net/techbusevictions.html

https://ampitup.carto.com/builder/99631556-2674-4048-ad58-7f286a279dc0/

https://arcg.is/19Kmy0



Context: Healing at Standing Rock

In Fall 2016 during Standing Rock, DNH organized a coalition to do an assessment of 
the medical services. They met with the tribe's healer and professor of ethnobotany 
Linda Black Elk and other community members to develop ideas how to best serve the 
community in the long run. They dreamed up  an integrative medicine clinic that would 
be free of cost to patients, staffed as a collaboration between traditional tribal healers, 
National Nurses United, Herbal Medics, Changing Women Initiative (a Navajo-based 
aboriginal midwifery group), Global Alternative Health Care Project and UCSF.  This 
later became the Mni Wiconi Health Clinic and Farm. 

UCSF’s Do No Harm Coalition 
and the Native American Health 
Alliance presented Water is Life: 

From Standing Rock to San 
Francisco at UCSF on Oct. 26, 

an awareness and strategic 
planning event supporting 
protestors of the proposed 

Dakota Access Pipeline Project, 
who call themselves 'water 

protectors.' Photo Credit: 
Synapse

Photo Credit: Rupa MaryaOur Native American Health Alliance at UCSF 
students Tyson Walker, Carolyn Kraus and Kara 
Harvill with UCB/UCSF faculty member Dr, Seth 

Holmes at Standing Rock today.



The Mni Wiconi Health Clinic and Farm is an effort that was 
borne out of Do No Harm Coalition members traveling to 
Standing Rock to provide medical support to native people 
standing against the Dakota Access Pipeline going through 
their source of drinking water. Lakota healers invited us to 
help create a clinic for decolonizing medicine, centralizing 
Lakota cosmology in the health perspective. Partners also 
include Mass Design Group, National Nurses United, Global 
Alternative Healthcare Project and prominent seed keepers 
in the indigenous food movement. 

“If the police are going to be there 
actively spraying people with water 
in 27-degree weather, its putting 
people at tremendous risk for death 
from hypothermia,” she said. “They 
might be calling this non-lethal forms 
of crowd control, but these are lethal 
forms of violence.” - Rupa Maryaç

“Rubber bullet on young man's 
body. This young man coughed up 
1 cup of dark red blood 15 minutes 
after impact. The police and state of 
North Dakota are violating human 
rights through excessive force.” - 
Rupa Marya

Police blast Standing Rock protesters 
with water cannon and rubber bullets. 
Source: Guardian

Source: Rupa Marya



#DefundDAPL

#1. Move your money from predatory banks

#2. Invest in Local Credit Unions

#3. Publicize & Organize Against Pipelines

By Pax Ahimsa Gethen via Creative Commons



The Justice Study 

Origins: Following the Hunger Strike and the lack of action within the SF government, 
the coalition was asked by families affected by police violence to design a study  to 
document the community-level health effects of police violence, especially when there is 
no justice. 

The Justice Study Phase One 
(2018-2019): With an all 
volunteer outreach and research 
team, over 500 people 
completed the study. We are 
now analyzing the qualitative and 
quantitative data in service of 
phase II of the project. 

The Justice Study Phase Two 
(2019-2020): Our intention is to write 

a grant so we can pay outreach 
workers from communities affected 

by police violence to generate a much 
larger sample size (~10,000). This 

community-based participatory 
research model thus shifts power, 

creates job training and employment 
opportunities and allows communities 

to be involved at every stage of the 
research process. 

Hunger strikers’ press conference
Photo Credit: Jessica Christian/SF Examiner 

Photo: thejusticestudy.com



There are no new ideas, just 
new ways of giving those ideas 
we cherish breath and power 
in our own living

---Audre Lorde, “Learning from the 60s.” Sister Outsider: 
Essays and Speeches, by Audre Lorde, Crossing Press, 2015

“A theory in the flesh means 
one where the physical realities 
of our lives — our skin color, the 
land or concrete we grew up on, 
our sexual longings — all fuse to 
create a politic born of 
necessity.” 

― Cherríe L. Moraga, This Bridge Called My Back: 
Writings by Radical Women of Color

Now, when I say questioning the 
whole society, it means ultimately 
coming to see that the problem of 
racism, the problem of economic 
exploitation, and the problem of war 
are all tied together

---Martin Luther King Jr. 



We cannot seek achievement for 
ourselves and forget about 
progress and prosperity for our 
community... Our ambitions must 
be broad enough to include the 
aspirations and needs of others, for 
their sakes and for our own.

― Cesar Chavez

One of our main challenges is 
to reconceptualize the notion 
of “security.”  How can we 
help to make the world secure 
from the ravages of global 
capitalism

--- Angela Y. Davis, “Abolition Democracy.” Abolition 
Democracy: beyond Empire, Prisons, and Torture

I think it is healing 
behavior, to look at 
something so broken and 
see the possibility and 
wholeness in it.

― Adrienne Maree Brown, Emergent Strategy: 
Shaping Change, Changing Worlds

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/49985256
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/49985256



